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.Q: Can my player's Charisma score increase if he can talk to animals? I'm planning a campaign
for my party to have three members who are not human. (they're Fey characters). Are they

capable of reading animal minds, thinking they're talking to animals, or simply having a
conversation with a werewolf and claiming it's "talking" to them? Are they able to read the

intentions of animals? Does this give them any advantages in role playing? A: The rules don't
state that talking to an animal automatically give you charisma points and no, you cannot impose

any gifts or opportunities on the animal for answering their question. According to Jeremy
Crawford, talking to an animal does not give you any bonuses. However, if you are able to
convince the animal that you are friends with it, the animal might do you a favour, such as

helping you to defeat someone or guarding your secrets. However, your rolls are still subject to
the usual modifiers for the animal, such as its weak-mindedness. Your DM's personal rulings on

this may differ from the RAW or Crawford's ruling. A quick play-test shows that talking to
animal may still be an issue, if the animal is not eager to share. A: Can they Talk to Animals?

RAW Yes, but... You can Talk to Animals, but you don't get any Charisma bonus and you don't
get to impose any Gifts, Advice, Opportunities, etc. PHB p. 172 Talk to an animal (erratic,

friendly, or unfriendly) to communicate with it. You try to balance being friendly or antagonistic,
depending on what you're hoping to accomplish. You can ask questions or produce sounds using

your action. If the animal is friendly, it makes a Wisdom (Insight) check contested by your
Charisma (intellect) check (DC 15). If you win, you and the animal form a rapport. The game

doesn't track whether you are successful. [...] Your character can ask general questions, use
phrases, or make sounds that might speak to an animal's understanding, but no Gifts,

Opportunities, Advice, etc. Your DM may decide that using these skills in this manner may be an
encounter or adventuring-enhancing choice, perhaps because they are covert, but no explicit rules
cover this. What Is a Rapport? The game doesn't explicitly state what your character 3e33713323
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